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ARUSHA CITY COUNCIL 

HOME ASSIGNMENT FOR STANDARD SEVEN 2020 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

TIME: 1:30 HRS                                                                                  MAY 2020, 
INSTRUCTIONS 

i This paper consists of forty-five (45) questions in four sections, A, B, C and D 

ii Answer all questions as per instructions given in each section 
iii Remember to write your name in the answer sheet given. 

 

SECTION A: GRAMMAR 

Choose the word (s) that complete the sentence by shading the letters of the 

correct answer in the answer sheet provided 

1. Did you ________________ your bag yesterday? 

     A. took      B. tooked      C. takes     D. taking      E. take                               [        ] 

2. When Zena was going to school, she _____________ a snake. 

     A. seen B. sees C. saw D. seen E. take                                                           [        ] 

3. Mr. Majaliwa was preparing ______ to go to Mwanza. 

    A. ourselves    B. herself    C. himself    D. themselves    E. itself                     [        ] 

4. They won’t pass the examination ______ they work very hard. 

    A. and   B. if    C. unless   D. even   E. because                                               [        ] 

5. Neither Peter ______ Joseph played football last week. 

     A. Either    B. or    C. and    D. if    E. nor                                                       [        ] 

6. Most men prefer ugali ______ bananas. 

     A. to     B. except     C. like     D. than     E. with                                            [        ] 

7. The giraffe is the _____ animal in Serengeti National Park 

     A. tall    B. taller    C. tallest    D. more tall    E. most tallest                          [        ] 

8. There isn’t _____ water in the tank. 

    A. Some      B. many     C. any    D. much     E. few                                         [        ] 

9. ______ it was raining heavily the players were playing football. 

    A. If    B. although    C. despite of    D. in spite of     E. unless                         [        ] 

10. He died _____________________ malaria 

     A. From        B. for        C. off      D. of     E. in                                                [        ] 
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11. They travelled ______________ bus from Arusha to Monduli. 

       A. At     B. by     C. with      D. in      E. on                                                   [        ] 

12. My uncle has been a doctor ___________ a year now. 

    A. for        B. since        C. on      D. in      E. at                                              [        ] 

13. Mathew was not only intelligent _________ obedient in his class. 

    A. but     B. but also      C. and also      D. also      E. but so                           [        ] 

14. The classroom is _________ small to accommodate 80 students. 

     A. too       B. to     C. two     D. into    E. onto                                                [        ] 

15. At school we are allowed to speak ______ English or Kiswahili. 

     A. both      B. and     C. either     D. neither    E. also                                     [        ] 

16. We like an artist ________ can sing and dance. 

      A. whom    B. who     C. whose    D. what    E. who’s                                     [        ] 

17. The thief jumped_________ the window to save his life. 

     A. into     B. up     C. through     D. in     E. on                                               [        ] 

18. __________ were you asking for? 

    A. Why      B. Whom     C. What     D. Who     E. Where                                   [        ] 

19. ___________ he worked very hard, he failed the exam. 

    A. Despite of    B. Although    C. Unless    D. Inspite    E. Yet.                          [        ] 

20. This is ______ house. 

     A. James    B. James’s    C. James’     D. james’s     E. Jamess’                      [        ] 

21. She was ________ rice at the kitchen. 

     A. cookes   B. cooked   C. cooking   D. cook    E. cooks                                   [        ] 

22. She cut herself _______ a knife while she was preparing potatoes. 

     A. in       B. with      C. to      D. from      E. by                                                [        ] 

23. ____________ you happy yesterday? 

    A. Are      B. Is     C. Was     D. Were      E. Will                                                [        ] 

24. Zulfa ________ herself when she was playing rede. 

    A. hurted    B. was hurt    C. is hurting      D. had hurted     E. hurt               [        ] 

25. She is a _________ girl. 

    A. beautiful      B. more beautiful    C. most beautiful    E. much beauty  

    D. beautifully                                                                                                 [        ]  
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26. Next month Rachel _________ doing her final examination. 

    A. will     B. shall     C. will be     D. shall be     E. she will                               [        ] 

27. It is not raining today.  

     A. Is it?    B. Isn’t it?     C. Isn’t?     D. Is this?     E. Is?                                  [        ] 

28. We did this work ________. 

    A. we self   B. ourself   C. yourself    D. ourselves    E. ours                            [        ] 

29. I am afraid _____ a snake. 

    A. and    B. with     C. of    D. for    E. by                                                        [        ] 

30. He is ________ boy in the class. 

    A. tallest   B. the tallest   C. a tallest   D. the taller   E. tall                             [        ] 

 

SECTION B: VOCABULARY 

Choose the most correct answer and shade its letter beside the question number 

in your answer sheet 

31. The plural of tooth is  

     A. teet     B. teeth    C. tooths    D. toothes    E. teth                                     [        ] 

32. My mother bought a________of bananas at the market. 

     A. punch      B. bunch      C. herd      D. crew      E. flock                             [        ] 

33. The synonym of the word sudden is 

    A. slow    B. fast   C. cheap    D. abrupt    E. latest                                         [        ] 

34. The son of your brother is your: 

    A. Sister     B. Niece      C. Cousin      D. Nephew     E. Twin                            [        ] 

35. What is the opposite of the word brave? 

A. Coward     B. Kind     C. Pretty    D. Intelligent     E. Clever                         [        ]  

36. A person from France is called_________. 

     A. French B. Franchise C. France D. Francian E. Fransese                            [        ] 

 

SECTION C: COMPOSITION 

Re-arrange the following jumbled sentences below in a logical order using letters 

A, B, C and D to form meaningful paragraph 

37. We have two lessons of mathematics every day.                                              [        ] 

38. We like good and very hardworking teachers                                                  [        ] 

39. When we come to school we spend most of our time in class.                          [        ] 

40. All children try to listen very carefully to the teachers.                                    [        ] 
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SECTION D: COMPREHENSION 

Read the following passage carefully and then answer the questions that follow: 

Children are the blessings from God. Knowing this; parents have to show their thanks 

by loving them and taking good care of them. A future prosperity of any society depends 

upon their children since, they are the ones who will come to develop what has been 

initiated by their guardians. However, that will never happen if the parents and 

guardians will not give the Children all necessities that will build them to become good 

members of the society.  

 

In this sense sacrifice which means that the guardians have to do whatever necessary 

to provide their kids with education, healthcare, love and security so that they can grow 

up well and be able to fulfill the societies expectations. No kids are coming out of the 

sky. No streets are able to bear children. All the kids around the streets are from the 

people in the society. Thus, strengthening family ties and develop a sense of communal 

responsibility towards our children is what will save us toward the problem of street 

children. 

 

QUESTIONS 
41. What title is suitable for the passage above? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

42. According to the passage you have read above the future prosperity of any society 
depend on what? 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
43. In order for the children to grow up and fulfill the expectations of the societies, they 

need to be provided with 
     _____________________________________________________________________________ and 
      

     _________________________________________________________________________________ 
44. How can we overcome the problem of street children according to the above 

passage?  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
45. Acording to the passage you read, what does the phrase “communal 

responsibility” mean?   

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 


